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Roman Law in Context
1999-09-28

roman law in context explains how roman law worked for those who lived
by it by viewing it in the light of the society and economy in which it
operated the book discusses three main areas of roman law and life the
family and inheritance property and the use of land commercial
transactions and the management of businesses it also deals with the
question of litigation and how readily the roman citizen could assert
his or her legal rights in practice in addition it provides an
introduction to using the main sources of roman law the book ends with
an epilogue discussing the role of roman law in medieval and modern
europe a bibliographical essay and a glossary of legal terms the book
involves the minimum of legal technicality and is intended to be
accessible to students and teachers of roman history as well as
interested general readers

Roman Law in the Modern World
1917

this is a short and succinct summary of the unique position of roman law
in european culture by one of the world s leading legal historians peter
stein s masterly study assesses the impact of roman law in the ancient
world and its continued unifying influence throughout medieval and
modern europe roman law in european history is unparalleled in lucidity
and authority and should prove of enormous utility for teachers and
students at all levels of legal history comparative law and european
studies award winning on its appearance in german translation this
english rendition of a magisterial work of interpretive synthesis is an
invaluable contribution to the understanding of perhaps the most
important european legal tradition of all

Roman Law in European History
1999-05-13

roman law forms an important part of the intellectual background of many
legal systems currently in force in continental europe latin america and
other parts of the world this book traces the historical development of
roman law from the earliest period of roman history up to and including
justinian s codification in the sixth century ad it examines the nature



of the sources of law forms of legal procedure the mechanisms by which
legal judgments were put into effect the development of legal science
and the role of the jurists in shaping the law the final chapter of the
book outlines the history of roman law during the middle ages and
discusses the way in which roman law furnished the basis of the civil
law systems of continental europe the book combines the perspectives of
legal history with those of social political and economic history
special attention is given to the political development of the roman
society and to the historical events and socio economic factors that
influenced the growth and progress of the law designed to provide a
general introduction to the history of roman law this book will appeal
to law students whose course of studies includes roman law legal history
and comparative law it will also prove of value to students and scholars
interested in ancient history and classics

The Historical and Institutional Context of
Roman Law
2017-03-02

the most important creation of the romans was their law in this book dr
tellegen couperus discusses the way in which the roman jurists created
and developed law and the way in which roman law has come down to us
special attention is given to questions such as who were the jurists and
their law schools and to the close connection between jurists and the
politics of their time

A Systematic and Historical Exposition of Roman
Law in the Order of a Code
1803

this unique publication offers a complete history of roman law from its
early beginnings through to its resurgence in europe where it was widely
applied until the eighteenth century besides a detailed overview of the
sources of roman law the book also includes sections on private and
criminal law and procedure with special attention given to those aspects
of roman law that have particular importance to today s lawyer the last
three chapters of the book offer an overview of the history of roman law
from the early middle ages to modern times and illustrate the way in
which roman law furnished the basis of contemporary civil law systems in
this part special attention is given to the factors that warranted the



revival and subsequent reception of roman law as the common law of
continental europe combining the perspectives of legal history with
those of social and political history the book can be profitably read by
students and scholars as well as by general readers with an interest in
ancient and early european legal history the civil law tradition is the
oldest legal tradition in the world today embracing many legal systems
currently in force in continental europe latin america and other parts
of the world despite the considerable differences in the substantive
laws of civil law countries a fundamental unity exists between them the
most obvious element of unity is the fact that the civil law systems are
all derived from the same sources and their legal institutions are
classified in accordance with a commonly accepted scheme existing prior
to their own development which they adopted and adapted at some stage in
their history roman law is both in point of time and range of influence
the first catalyst in the evolution of the civil law tradition

A Short History of Roman Law
2002-11-01

reprint of the original first published in 1876

A Systematic and Historical Exposition of Roman
Law in the Order of a Code
1885

this book is not about the rules or concepts of roman law says alan
watson but about the values and approaches explicit and implicit of
those who made the law the scope of watson s concerns encompasses the
period from the twelve tables around 451 b c to the end of the so called
classical period around a d 235 as he discusses the issues and problems
that faced the roman legal intelligentsia watson also holds up roman law
as a clear although admittedly extreme example of law s enormous impact
on society in light of society s limited input into law roman private
law has been the most admired and imitated system of private law in the
world but it evolved watson argues as a hobby of gentlemen albeit a
hobby that carried social status the jurists the private individuals
most responsible for legal development were first and foremost
politicians and in the empire bureaucrats their engagement with the law
was primarily to win the esteem of their peers the exclusively patrician
college of pontiffs was given a monopoly on interpretation of private
law in the mid fifth century b c though the college would lose its



exclusivity and monopoly interpretation of law remained one mark of a
roman gentleman but only interpretation of the law not conceptualization
or systematization or reform gave prestige says watson further the
jurists limited themselves to particular modes of reasoning no arguments
to a ruling could be based on morality justice economic welfare or what
was approved elsewhere no praetor one of the elected officials who
controlled the courts is famous for introducing reforms watson points
out and in contrast with a nonjurist like cicero no jurist theorized
about the nature of law a strong characteristic of roman law is its
relative autonomy and isolation from the rest of life paradoxically this
very autonomy was a key factor in the reception of roman law the
assimilation of the learned roman law as taught at the universities into
the law of the individual territories of western europe

Roman Law and the Origins of the Civil Law
Tradition
2014-12-02

the law developed by the ancient romans remains a powerful legal and
political instrument today in the roman law tradition a general
editorial introduction complements a series of more detailed essays by
an international team of distinguished legal scholars exploring the
various ways in which roman law has affected and continues to affect
patterns of legal decision making throughout the world

Roman Law in the Modern World: History of Roman
law and its descent into English, French,
German, Italian, Spanish, and other modern law
1917

burdick william l the principles of roman law and their relation to
modern law rochester the lawyers co operative publishing co 1938 xxi 748
pp reprinted 2004 by the lawbook exchange ltd lccn 20020254946 isbn 1
58477 253 0 cloth 110 general survey of the principles of roman law as
they have developed over time with respect to their place in civil law
english common law and the american and canadian legal systems contents
include the world wide extension of roman law the civil law in the
united states and canada outlines of roman law history the corpus juris
civilis the law of persons including marriage husband and wife divorce
parent and child guardian and ward the law of property the law of



obligations the law of succession the law of actions and the law of
public wrongs a solid introduction to the subject of roman law and its
application in personal and family law in subsequent legal systems

A Systematic and Historical Exposition of Roman
Law in the Order of a Code
2024-03-12

this book provides a new approach to the study of the history of roman
law it collects the first results of the european research council
project scriptores iuris romani dedicated to a new collection of the
texts of roman jurisprudence highlighting important methodological
issues together with innovative reconstructions of the profiles of some
ancient jurists and works jurists were great protagonists of the history
of rome both as producers and interpreters of law since the republican
age and as collaborators of the principes during the empire nevertheless
their role has been underestimated by modern historians and legal
experts for reasons connected to the developments of modern law in
england and in continental europe this book aims to address this
imbalance it presents an advanced paradigm in considering the most
important aspects of roman law the justinian digesta and other juridical
late antique anthologies the work offers an historiographic model which
overturns current perspectives and makes way for a different path for
legal and historical studies unlike existing literature the focus is not
on the justinian codification but on the individualities of ancient
roman jurists as such it presents the actual legal thought of its
experts and authors the ancient iuris prudentes the book will be of
interest to researchers and academics in classics ancient history
history of law and contemporary legal studies

The Spirit of Roman Law
2008

one of the great and lasting influences on the course of western culture
roman law occupies a unique place in the history of the civilized world
originally the law of a small rural community then of a powerful city
state it became the law of an empire which embraced almost all of the
known civilized world the influence of roman law extends into modern
times and is reflected in the great codifications of private law that
have come into existence in europe america and asia even now roman law
in modified form is the law of the land in scotland and the civil code



of louisiana is directly based on roman law forming an important part in
the historical and intellectual background of understanding and a basis
for further development of the principles of international jurisprudence
in this book an international authority on roman legal history sets
forth in clear understandable english the institutions of roman law and
traces their development through the byzantine empire into medieval and
modern europe it is an indispensable study for every american lawyer and
for anyone interesting in legal and political history

Handbook of the Roman Law
1883

this dictionary explains technical roman legal terms translates
elucidate those latin words which have a specific connotation when used
in a juristic context or in connection with a legal institution or
question provides a brief picture of roman legal institutions sources as
a sort of an introduction to them the objectives of the work not the
juristic character of available latin writings therefore determined the
inclusion or exclusion of any single word or phrase this dict is not
intended to be a complete latin english dict for all words which occur
in the writings of the roman jurists or in the various codifications of
roman law the reader must consult a general latin english lexicon for
ordinary words that have no specific meaning in law or juristic language
reprinted 1980

Introduction to Roman Law
1873

this book explains how roman law worked for those who lived by it by
viewing it in the light of the society and economy in which it operated
written in an accessible style with the minimum of legal technicality
the book is designed for students and teachers of roman history as well
as interested general readers topics covered include the family and
inheritance property and the use of land business and commercial
transactions and litigation in this second edition all chapters have
been extensively revised and updated and a new chapter on crime and
punishment has been included the book ends with an epilogue covering the
fate of roman law in medieval and modern europe david johnston is a
lawyer practising in the courts and draws on his experience of law in
practice to shape the work and provide new insights for his readers



Introduction to Roman Law
1880

bracton s relation to the roman law is one of the most interesting
questions in historical jurisprudence in this as in other matters
connected with the early history of the english law bracton is the most
important authority the period at which he wrote his ability as a jurist
the richness of matter in his work all combine to make it necessary to
exhaust the sources of knowledge to be derived from him an index
marginal notes have been added to the translation the table of contents
has been enlarged

The Roman Law Tradition
1994-04-07

excerpt from introduction to roman law in twelve academical lectures the
author of this preface was intrusted with the office of carrying these
lectures through the press they were so completely ready that hardly an
expres sion or even a word needed correction and so plainly written that
the printer could have no excuse for mis taking a letter as calculated
to initiate young stu dents into the mysteries of roman law to diffuse a
just idea of its preciseness of definition and to broaden the foundation
of legal study they seem to me to pos sess peculiar merit the index to
this volume was prepared by prof albert s wheeler late of cornell
university about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this
book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books
uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in
the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections
that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works

The Principles of Roman Law and Their Relation
to Modern Law
2004

reprint of the original first published in 1875



Jurists and Legal Science in the History of
Roman Law
2021-10-11

this book reflects the wide range of current scholarship on roman law
covering private criminal and public law

System of the Modern Roman Law
1867

textbook on roman law provides students with an exposition of roman
civil law and procedure setting the law in the context of the history of
rome and keeping the use of latin phrases to a minimum a major feature
of the book is the use of texts from roman legal and literary sources

Roman Law
1951

andrew riggsby provides a survey of the main areas of roman law and
their place in roman life

A Systematic and Historical Exposition of Roman
Law in the Order of a Code
1994

this historic book may have numerous typos and missing text purchasers
can usually download a free scanned copy of the original book without
typos from the publisher not indexed not illustrated 1874 edition
excerpt lecture xii law of inheritance continued testamentary
inheritance established later than intestate yet in primitive times
romans eminently a will making people first testaments made calalis
comiliu at semi annual meetings of the curiae hence confined to
patricians and in procinetu before army marshalled for battle where
plebeians also could make them both these early superseded by
testamenlum per aes et libram in form lecture iv a sale of the estate by
mancipation to a familiae emptor who at first was the appointed heir
this testament might be oral and in later times became exclusively so
but the pnetors gave force to a written testament made without form of



mancipation only sealed by seven competent witnesses under justinian
this was the ordinary form but the witnesses must also subscribe so too
the testator the transaction must be uninterrupted before witnesses
assembled for the purpose and free from the potestas of testator or
familiae emptor and by justinian law of heres no man wholly deaf or dumb
could make a will until justinian s time no alien could make one or
receive by one a blave might receive by one but only for his master by
his master s testament he might receive inheritance with freedom lecture
xi unable to receive by will were also corporations exceptions in favor
of municipal bodies some temples christian churches and monasteries etc
and other uncertain persons but these last justinian admitted if at
opening of the will they had become certain thus especially poslumi
alieni other people s children born after date of will excluded from
justinian s system were the lex voconia 169 b a forbidding inheritance
of women to large estates as well as the lex mia and

Encyclopedic Dictionary of Roman Law
2024-04

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to
the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world and other
notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a
historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work
is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

Elements of Roman Law
1890

provides a comprehensive description of the system of roman law
discussing slavery property contracts delicts and succession also



examines the ways in which roman law influenced later legal systems such
as the structure of european legal systems tort law in the french civil
code differences between contract law in france and germany parameters
of judicial reasoning feudal law and the interests of governments in
making and communicating law

Roman Law in the Later Roman Empire
1932

traces the development of roman law historically from the earliest times
until the age of justinian

Roman Law in Context
2022-05-12

excerpt from a text book of roman law from augustus to justinian paling
palingenesia iuris civilis o lenel law quarterly review marquardt
privatl privatleben der romer j marquardt about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Bracton and His Relation to the Roman Law
1866

A Manual of Roman Law
1893

Roman Law in Mediæval Europe
2009



Historical Introduction to the Roman Law
1994

Introduction to Roman Law
2017-11-25

Roman Law in the Modern World: Manual of Roman
law illustrated by Anglo-American law and the
modern codes
1917

The Elements of Roman Law
2024-01-30

The Cambridge Companion to Roman Law
2015-02-23

Textbook on Roman Law
2005

Roman Law and the Legal World of the Romans
2010-06-14

Roman Law in European History
2007



Introduction to Roman Law, in Twelve Academical
Lectures
2013-09
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Roman Law & Comparative Law
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A Historical Introduction to the Study of Roman
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2016-12-22
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